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Abstra t. Streett/Rabin games are an adequate model of strong fairness in rea tive systems.
We show here some results about their sto hasti version. We extend the known lower bound
in memory for the pure winning strategies of the Streett player to randomized strategies. We
also propose algorithms omputing the almost sure winning regions of both players in sto hasti
Streett/Rabin games. The Rabin algorithm also yields dire tly a pure memoryless almost-sure
winning strategy.

1 Introdu tion
Problems of ontrol related to distributed resour es often use the on ept of fairness. It is
underlying in lassi al frameworks su h as mutual ex lusion. In this situation, agents ask for
a ess to a riti al se tion, and then wait for their turn until the s heduler grants them a ess.
This is weak fairness: a request needs to be fullled only if it is ontinuously enabled.
This notion of fairness is ill-adapted to online resour es where both lients and providers are
multiple: at any time, a lient may hoose another provider and drop his request. For example, a
routing program onfronted with an overloaded node will just hange the path for its pa kages.
Su h abandoned requests need not to be addressed, yet a good ontroller must ensure that
everyone gets a fair amount of the resour e. The problem is then to distinguish, in nite time, a
slow system from an unfair one. Strong fairness, or Streett ondition, orresponds to this kind
of spe i ation: a system is strongly fair if ea h request that is repeatedly enabled is eventually
fullled. Requests that are enabled only nitely often an be ignored. The omplementary
ondition is alled a Rabin ondition. Thus, a Streett/Rabin game is played between an Streett
player and a Rabin player.
De iding if a state is winning for the Rabin player is a NP- omplete problem [EJ88℄. The NP
membership omes from the existen e of memoryless winning strategies for the Rabin player,
and the NP-hardness is proven through a redu tion from 3-SAT. By ontrast, the Streett player
may need memory to win. In [DJW97℄, the authors ompute the exa t memory requirements
for all Muller games. In the ase of Streett games, their result shows that winning strategies
may need up to k!1 memory states, on a game of exponential size. In [Hor05℄, we presented
a family of games of polynomial size where winning strategies had to use at least k! memory
states.
Several algorithms were proposed for Streett games. The rst one was a redu tion to parity
games via indi es of appearan e re ords [BLV96℄. Later on, [Zie98℄ presented an algorithm for
the more general Muller games, and [KV98℄ a redu tion to the emptyness problem for weak
alternating automata. In [Hor05℄, we presented a spe ialized version of the algorithm of [Zie98℄
for Streett games whi h an also be seen as an on-the-y version of [KV98℄. Finally, a rank
algorithm inspired by the one in [Jur00℄ for parity games was presented in [PP06℄.
⋆
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This paper shows a fa torial memory lower bound and a re ursive algorithm for the qualitative solution of sto hasti Streett games, thus extending the results of [Hor05℄ to the sto hasti
setting. In general, the lower bounds on memory of [DJW97℄ annot be applied in the ase
of randomized strategies (see [CDH04℄). And in the family of [Hor05℄, there is a randomized
memoryless almost-sure winning strategy. In [CDH05℄, Chatterjee et al. showed that there are
pure memoryless almost-sure winning strategies in sto hasti Rabin games, while the Streett
player needs no more than k! memory. We present here a family of games where even randomized almost-sure winning strategies have to use at least k! memory, providing a lower bound
that mat hes the upper bound of [CDH05℄. In the same paper, the authors also presented
a redu tion from sto hasti Streett games to non sto hasti ones, that allows to use the algorithms for non-sto hasti games at small ost. The algorithm we present here extends the
one of [Hor05℄ at no ost, and yields an alternative proof that pure memoryless strategies are
enough for almost-sure winning strategies in sto hasti Rabin games. However, using the algorithm of [PP06℄ in addition to the redu tion of [CDH05℄ is still faster, albeit more expensive
in spa e than our approa h.

2 Denitions 23
An innite 2 21 -player2 game G is a triplet (V = VA ∪ VE , E, Win) onsisting of a nite graph
(V, E) and a winning ondition Win ⊆ V ω . A token is assumed to be in one of the states of
V. It an only move along the edges. The set of states V is partitioned 4
5
into Eve's states (VE , denoted by ir les), Adam's states (VA ,
denoted by squares), and randomized states (VR , denoted
2
1
by diamonds). The owner of the state ontaining the token
hooses the next state. If the state is randomized, the next
state is hosen randomly3 among its su essors, with equal
probabilities. An innite play ρ = q1 , q2 , . . . is a sequen e
3
6
of states visited by the token, respe ting the edge relation:
(qi , qi+1 ) ∈ E for all i > 0. We onsider only innite plays,
7
8
and we assume that every state has at least one su essor. A
Fig. 1. A game graph
play in Win ⊆ V ω is winning for Eve. Otherwise, it is winning
for Adam.
Denition 1. A subgame of a game G = (V, E, Win) is a game dened on a subset X of V

su h that ea h state in X has a su essor in X , and ea h randomized state in X has all its
su essors in X . The edges and the winning set are restri tions of E and Win to X 2 and X ω .
A basi Streett ondition is a pair of set of states (Q, R) ⊆ V 2 . The set Q an be seen as a
request, and the set R as the desired response. A Streett winning ondition is a onjun tion
of basi onditions (Qi , Ri )i=1,...,k . In su h a game, Eve - the Streett player - wins if for ea h
pair i, either the request set Qi is visited only nitely often, or the response set Ri is visited
innitely often. Conversely, Adam - the Rabin player - wins if the token visits innitely often
one of the sets Qi while the orresponding set Ri is visited only nitely often. A Streett game
with k basi onditions is alled a Streett game of degree k.
2
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The "half" player represents the randomized states.
We de ided here to onsider only equal probabilities for ea h su essor. This hypothesis ould be loosened
a lot, if one would want to investigate it. All our results depend only on the validity of property 3.
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In this se tion, we introdu e several notions about sto hasti games. See [Tho95,Zie98℄ for
more details on non-sto hasti games, and [DA97,CJH03℄ for sto hasti ones.
A randomized strategy for a player P is a fun tion σ from V ∗ VP to 2V \ {∅} respe ting
the edge relation: for all q ′ ∈ σ(wq) we have (q, q ′ ) ∈ E . Informally, if P uses the strategy
σ , then whenever he has to play after a prex w, he hooses randomly4 a su essor in σ(w).
A play ρ = q1 , q2 , . . . is onsistent with a strategy σ for P if for all i with qi ∈ VP we have
qi+1 ∈ σ(q1 · · · qi ). A strategy is alled pure (non-randomized) if |σ(w)| = 1 for all w ∈ V ∗ VP .
It is memoryless if the next move depends only on the urrent position of the token, that is,
for all w, w′ and q , σ(wq) = σ(w′ q). A strategy uses a memory of size m if it an be realized
by a ontrol automaton with m states: at ea h step, the next game state and memory state
depend only on their previous values. A strategy σ for player P is almost surely winning if for
any ounter-strategy π of the other player, the probability that a play onsistent with both σ
and π belongs to WinP is one. In the rest of the paper, whenever we use the qualier winning,
we mean almost surely winning. The winning region of a player P in a game G, denoted by
WP (G), is the set of states from where he has a winning strategy. We do not onsider here the
problem of optimal strategies, whi h would involve omputing probabilities of winning that
are neither zero nor one: our only on ern here is about almost-sure winning.
For a game G and a nite-memory strategy σ for player P , we all G restri ted to σ
for player P the 1 12 -player game dened naturally by repla ing the states belonging to P by
randomized states whose possible su essors are the ones pres ribed by σ. In addition, the
memory of σ is simulated by having multiple opies of ea h state, one for ea h memory value.
Clearly, the proje ted paths of the restri ted game are paths in the original game.
Denition 2. An end- omponent K of a game graph is a strongly onne ted set of states su h

that ea h su essor of a randomized state in K also belongs to K .

Property 3. [DA97℄ For any strategies σ, π of Eve and Adam, the probability over the plays
onsistent with σ and π that the set of states visited innitely often is an end- omponent is
one.
An end omponent is onsistent with a nite memory strategy σ for player P if it is an
end- omponent of G restri ted to σ for player P . In Muller games, where the winner depends
only on the set of states visited innitely often, we dene the winner of an end omponent
K : it is the winner of a play that visits innitely often ea h state in K , and only these. In
the spe ial ase of Streett/Rabin games, an end omponent is winning for Eve if for ea h
appearing request, a mat hing response appears. Otherwise, it is winning for Adam.
For strategies with nite memory on Muller games, an interesting (and non-trivial) orollary to Property 3 is that a strategy is winning if and only if ea h onsistent end- omponent
is winning [DA97℄.
The attra tor of W for player P in the game G, denoted AttrG
P (W ), is the set of states
where P an ensure that the token has a positive probability to rea h the set W . It is omputed
indu tively as usual: W0 = W and Wn+1 is the union of Wn , {q ∈ VP ∪ VR | ∃q ′ ∈ Wn , (q, q ′ ) ∈
E} and {q ∈ V \(VP ∪ VR ) | ∀q ′ ∈ Wn , (q, q ′ ) ∈ E}. The attra tor strategy for player P onsists
in always going from a state of Wn to a state in Wn−1 , thus getting loser to W . It is pure and
memoryless. The following property is a dire t onsequen e of the denition of attra tors:
4

More omplex strategies ould be onsidered, but they are not needed for almost-sure winning.
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Property 4. An end- omponent onsistent with the attra tor strategy to W for player P ontains either a state of W or no state of AttrP (W ).
A trap is a set from whi h one of the players annot es ape: A set T ⊆ V is a trap for
player P if ea h state of T belonging to the other player has a su essor in T , and ea h other
state (in VP or VR ) has all its su essors in T . Noti e that the omplement of an attra tor is
a trap for the same player, and that a trap is always a subgame.
Remark 5. While the attra tor is a weak notion (the token may es ape the attra tor without
visiting the desired target set, even if the attra tor strategy is used), the trap is a strong one
(the token will never leave a trap if the untrapped player does not allow it to do so).

3 A memory lower bound for randomized strategies in Streett games
In [DJW97℄, the authors address the problem of memory in the more general ase of Muller
games. From their results, one an derive a family of Streett games where the kth representative
is of degree k and any winning strategy for Eve uses at least k! memory states. This game has
O(k2 · k!) states. In [Hor05℄, we present a family of quadrati size with the same properties.
In [CDH04℄, the authors show that the lower bound on memory from [DJW97℄ does not
hold for randomized strategies. They also show that 1-player and 1 12 -player Streett games
admit memoryless randomized winning strategies, while pure winning strategies need a memory of size k. It is natural to ask whether something similar happens with 2-player Streett
games. Note that the family of [Hor05℄ does not answer this question, as it admits memoryless
randomized winning strategies.
In this se tion, we present a family of 2-player games, where the kth representative has
degree k (and O(k2 ) states) and any winning randomized strategy for Eve uses at least k!
memory. This mat hes the upper bound of [CDH05℄, whi h showed that Eve had winning
strategies with k! memory states, even in the ase of 2 12 -player games.
Theorem 6. For any k, there is a 2-player Streett game G of degree k and size O(k2 ) su h

that any winning randomized strategy for Eve uses at least k! dierent memory states5 .

3.1 Presentation of the family
The game graph Gk is presented in Figure 2. Note that we do not use randomized states. It
is a su ession of basi loops:
 In the initial state ℵ, Adam hooses two basi Streett onditions i and j , where i 6= j .
 Eve must add a request to either i (by going to ij ) or j (by going to ji ).
 Adam must answer to either i (by going to the state i) or j (by going to the state j ).
For ea h Gk , there is a winning strategy σk for Eve that uses k! memory states:
 The memory state is identied with a permutation π ∈ Sk
 In the state {i, j}, Eve moves to the state ij if i appears rst in π , and to ji otherwise.
 In the state i, Eve updates her memory by moving i at the beginning of π .
To show that σk is winning, note that ea h time a ondition i is requested, and does not
immediately get a response, it will get farther in π . As it will not go ba k to the beginning
unless it gets a response, we an on lude that there an be at most k su essive requests Qi
without a response Ri . Thus σk is winning.
5

A tually, Adam an win with probability 1 against any strategy with less than k! memory.
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Responses: Ri = {i}

Game Gk

3.2 Proof of the lower bound
Proposition 7. Any winning strategy for Eve in Gk needs at least k! dierent memory states.

Let us x for this se tion a winning nite-memory strategy σ for Eve, possibly randomized.
The point now is to exhibit strategies for Adam against whi h σ must behave in dierent ways.
For this we use the notion of high priority ondition.
Denition 8. A ondition i is a high priority ondition (HPC for short) for σ in the memory

state p if in every nite play ρ that 1) is onsistent with σ, 2) starts in state ℵ with memory
state p and 3) ends with the request i, there is at least one o urren e of a response i.

Intuitively, the above denition states that if i is an HPC, then regardless of what happens
in Adam's states and random states, the token will not visit Qi before it had visited Ri . Noti e
that there annot be two dierent HPC i and j in the same memory state, as Eve has to move
to either ij or ji if Adam goes from ℵ to the state {i, j}.
Proposition 9. For ea h ondition i, there is a memory state p su h that i is an HPC for σ.

Proof. Consider Gσk , the game Gk restri ted to σ. It is a 1 12 -player game, whose states are
of the form (q, p) where q is a state of Gk and p a memory state of σk . The property The
ondition i is not an HPC for σ in the memory state p is equivalent to There is a path in Gσk
from (ℵ, p) to a state in Qi that does not go through a state in Ri .
Assume now by ontradi tion that, for ea h memory state p at the initial onguration
ℵ, the ondition i is not an HPC. Consider Gσk restri ted to Adam's strategy "Avoid Ri and
otherwise, a t randomly". It is a Markov hain where there is no edge leading to a state of
Ri . On the other hand, there is still a path to a state of Qi from every (ℵ, p). As the endomponents of a Markov hain are the bottom strongly onne ted omponents (s 's without
5

su essors outside of itself), it follows that ea h of these in ludes a state of Qi , and no state
of Ri . Thus Adam wins with probability one, whi h ontradi ts the assumption that σ is
winning.
⊓
⊔
By Proposition 9, we know that there is a memory state in whi h i is an HPC. Suppose
that, on e Eve goes to this memory state, Adam hooses never to go again to a state {i, j}.
The token annot rea h the state i, so i will remain an HPC. Meanwhile, Adam and Eve play
in a subgame that is isomorphi to Gk−1 , so Eve needs memory (k − 1)! for winning. As a
memory state annot have two dierent HPC's, Eve needs at least a total memory of size k!.

4 Algorithms
In this se tion, we des ribe an algorithm whi h omputes the winning region of Eve in 2 12 player games. It is an adaptation of the algorithm for 2-player games presented in [Hor05℄.
The solution for these games an also be a hieved by using the redu tion from sto hasti
Streett games to non-sto hasti ones presented in [CDH05℄, along with any algorithm solving
non-sto hasti Streett games ([BLV96℄, [Hor05℄, or [PP06℄). The ost of the redu tion is small
(from n states, m transitions and k basi onditions to nk states, mk transitions and k+1 basi
onditions), but we show here that our algorithm of [Hor05℄ an be extended to sto hasti
games at no extra ost at all.
4.1 An algorithm for Streett games

The main idea of our algorithm is that Adam annot win if Eve an rea h ea h of the Ri from
anywhere with a positive probability. Let's note already that Adam may win while being in
all the Ri attra tors, if one of these attra tors does not over the whole graph. Otherwise, Eve
an win by playing the attra tor strategy to R1 , then, on e a state of R1 has been rea hed,
swit hing to the attra tor strategy to R2 , and so on, restarting on e ea h Ri has been visited.
The only end- omponents that are onsistent with this strategy interse t ea h of the Ri (see
Property 4). Thus Eve would win with probability one.
From this, we on lude that if Adam's winning region is non-empty, it must ontain a state
outside of one of the Ri -attra tors. Thus we an rst ask that he hooses a ondition i and
plays outside of the Ri -attra tor. This denes a subgame, that we all H , whi h is a trap for
Eve. In this subgame, Adam an win either by visiting innitely often Qi or by winning with
respe t to the other onditions. Similarily, Eve may have a non-empty winning region in H
only if she has a winning state outside the H -attra tor of Adam to Qi . This denes a se ond
subgame K whi h is a H -trap for Adam, and has no o urren e of Qi . We an thus ompute
the winning region of Eve in K using the algorithm re ursively. As K is a trap for Adam in
H , the winning region of Eve in K is in luded in her winning region in H . We now remove
it and its attra tor, and repeat this pro edure to obtain a de reasing su ession of traps for
Eve, removing at ea h step a non-empty set of states winning for her in H . This de reasing
sequen e an end either with the empty set or not. In the rst ase, we have to he k what
happens with the other onditions. In the se ond ase, we laim that the nal set is in the
winning region of Adam. Finally, if it ends in an empty set for ea h ondition, we laim that
Eve wins everywhere. The full pro edure is formally written in Algorithm 1. For the sake of
larity, Figure 3 shows more visually the workings of the internal loop.
6

Algorithm 1 Algorithm omputing the winning region of the Streett Player
Algorithms to ompute attra tors and remove sets of states
G, W in
for all i ∈ {1, 2, .., k} do
H ← G \ AttrG
E (Ri )

Require:
input

repeat

K ← H \ AttrH
A (Qi )
L ← W inStreett(K, W in \ {Qi , Ri })
H ← H \ AttrH
E (L)
until L = ∅
if H 6= ∅ then
G
return W inStreett(G \ AttrA (H), W in)
end if
end for
return

G

Ri

1. The subgame H has been set to G \ AttrG
E (Ri ) in the main
loop. It is a trap for Eve.

H

AttrG
E (Ri )
Qi ∩ H

Ri

2. The subgame K is set to H \ AttrH
A (Qi ). It is a trap for Adam
in H , but not in G.

K

AttrH
A (Qi )

3. The pair (Qi , Ri ) does not appear in K . L is set to the winning region of Eve in K , omputed re ursively.

4. If L is not empty, AttrH
E (L) is removed from H for the next
iteration of the repeat loop (step 2).

AttrE (Ri )
AttrH
E (L))
L = WE (K)

Ri

5. If both L and H are empty, the algorithm pro eeds to the
next iteration of the for all loop.
H

6. If L is empty, but H is not empty, the for all loop is broken,
and the algorithm is alled re ursively on G \ AttrG
A (H).

Fig. 3.

First exe ution of the

repeat
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AttrE (Ri )

loop for the ondition i

4.2 Corre tness

The validity of Algorithm 1 depends on the lemmas 10 and 11 below, whi h state properties
about G when the internal loop ends. A representation of the two ending ases (depending
whether H is empty or not) is given in Figure 4. For better readability, we indexed the names
of the sets with the number of the iteration of the loop in whi h they were dened, and
repla ed the symbol Attr by just A.

Ri

0
AH
E (L0 )

1
AH
E (L1 )

AE (Ri )

L0

0
AH
E (L0 )

Ri

1
AH
E (L1 )

L1

L1

2
AE (Ri ) AH
E (L2 )

L2 = ∅

L2

Qi
2
AH
A (Qi )

3
AH
E (L3 )

K2

L0

L3

H2

(a) H2 is winning for Adam

Fig. 4.

(b) Rea hing an empty region

End of a run of the internal loop

Lemma 10. When the internal loop of Algorithm 1 ends, H is winning for Adam.

Proof. If H is empty, the result is trivial. We an thus restri t ourselves to the ase where H
is not empty, and G looks like Figure 4(a).
Adam uses the attra tor strategy in AttrA (Qi ) and his winning strategy in the subgame
K . Note that Adam wins with probability 1 in K , sin e L = ∅, (see Theorem 8 in [DAH00℄).
Moreover, H is a trap for Eve, and Adam's strategy does not move out of it. Thus, the
end- omponents onsistent with it are in luded in H . The ases to onsider now on ern the
presen e of a state of AttrA (Qi ) in the end- omponent: if there is one, Property 4 states that
there must also be a state of Qi in the end- omponent; if there is none, the end- omponent is
an end- omponent of K , onsistent with Adam's winning strategy for this subgame.
In both ases Adam wins with probability 1.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 11. If H is empty at the end of ea h internal loop of Algorithm 1, Eve wins every-

where.

Proof. If H is empty at the end of the internal loop for ondition i, G looks like in Figure
4(b). We suppose here that this is the ase for ea h i.
We now des ribe a winning strategy σE for Eve in G. It uses a top-level memory of size k
to swit h between k substrategies σ1 . . . σk , ea h of these using a memory of size (k − 1)!. The
strategy σi is des ribed below:
 In the subgames L: the subgame strategy (memory (k − 1)!).
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 In the attra tors AttrH
E (L): the attra tor strategy (memoryless).
 In AttrE (Ri ): the attra tor strategy (memoryless).
 In Ri : Eve updates her top-level memory to (i + 1) mod k and applies σi+1 mod k .

There are two ases: Either the token goes innitely often in ea h of the Ri , or Eve's
top-level memory is ultimately onstant (at a value i) after a nite prex. In the rst ase,
she wins. In the se ond ase, we onsider the end- omponents onsistent with the strategy σi .
We laim that ea h of them is in luded in one of the subgames L. Note that ea h L is a
trap for Adam in the urrent subgame H , and the token an es ape from L only by going to
an earlier H (dened earlier in the internal loop). Consider now the rst H of the internal
loop that interse ts the end- omponent. Property 4 says that the end- omponent interse ts
the asso iated L. If the end- omponent is not in luded in this L, then by onnexity it should
interse t an earlier H , whi h ontradi ts the minimality of H . Thus, Eve wins with the strategy
⊓
⊔
of the subgame L.
4.3 Algorithm for the Streett ghting man

We want now to ompute the almost-sure winning region of Adam. In the ourse of algorithm 1,
we found some regions where Adam was winning with probability 1 (see lemma 10). However,
it is not true that the omplement of Eve almost-sure winning region is winning for Adam
(see gure 5(a)). The reason is that the winning region we nd are expanded through a weak
attra tor, that orrupts the remainder of the omputation. A natural idea would be to repla e
it with a strong attra tor6 , where the target set is rea hed with probability 1. This doesn't
work either, as illustrates gure 5(b): If a variant of Algorithm 1 with strong attra tors starts
by onsidering ondition 1, it will remove only the rightmost state as winning for Adam. The
remainder of the graph is now winning for Eve, though Adam an also win with probability 1
in this region.
q2

q1

q1
r2

(a) Equal han es to win

Fig. 5.

(b) Inadequa y of the

strong

attra tor

Motivation for Algorithm 2.

Our solution is to add an external loop to algorithm 1:
Algorithm 2 Algorithm omputing the winning region of the Rabin player
Algorithms to ompute attra tors and remove sets of states, Algorithm 1
G, W in
while W inStreett(G) 6= ∅ do
G ← (G \ AttrE (W inStreett(G)))

Require:
input

end while
return

6

G

The omputation of su h an attra tor an be done through the omputations of 2n weak attra tors
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This algorithm works by removing almost-sure winning regions for Eve and the orresponding attra tors. None of these regions is a likely andidate to an almost-sure winning
region of Adam. When it annot nd a winning region for Eve, we laim that the remainder of
the graph is winning for Adam. Indeed, in this ase, the omputation of Algorithm 1 yields a
game graph only omposed of a su ession of region winning for Adam and the orresponding
attra tors (mu h like Figure 4(b) without the leftmost region). By the argument we used for
Figure 4(b), the token will eventually end in one of the subgames, and Adam will win with
probability one.
Noti e that the strategy of Adam in the attra tor is memoryless, as is the one in the
subgames (des ribed in the proof of lemma 10). This yields an alternative proof, without a
redu tion to a 2-player game, for the following theorem of [CDH05℄:
Theorem 12. For any sto hasti Streett/Rabin Game, if Adam has an almost-sure winning

strategy, then he also has an almost-sure winning strategy that is pure and memoryless.
4.4 Time and spa e omplexity

Algorithm 1 may have to all k dierent runs of the internal loop to remove a single state
in G, if it guesses wrong. With the same worst- ase s enario, the internal loop has to all
an attra tor and a re ursive all to the algorithm to remove one state in Gi . The attra tor
omputation being linear in the number of transitions m, we get the equation C(n, k) = k · n ·
(O(m)+n·C(n−1, k −1)) for a loop of the main algorithm. Thus C(n, k) = O(m·n2k ·k!), and
the time omplexity needed to ompute all the states is O(m · n2k · k!). For the winning region
of the Rabin player, we need one more loop, yielding a total omplexity of O(m · n2k+1 · k!).
Our algorithm uses memory in the form of variables. There are four variables in our version,
and ea h holds a subgame, whi h an be represented as a set of states (size O(n)). As there are
at most k nested versions of the algorithm running simultaneously, the spa e needed by our
algorithm is O(n · k). One an improve this spa e easily by noti ing that ea h time a subgame
is dened, it is smaller than the subgames dened before. Thus we need only to remember
when a state was removed. This redu es the spa e omplexity to O(n · log k). Noti e that this
allows only to ompute the winning regions. Re ording the strategy takes O(n · k! · log n). It
an be done in the same time, though.
The three algorithms we mentioned for Streett games ([BLV96℄, [Hor05℄ and [PP06℄) ea h
have an advantage. The redu tion to a parity game doesn't have a good upper bound in
time, and uses a lot of memory. Yet, it ould still be the fastest if the parity problem were
in P. The best upper bound in time is the algorithm of [PP06℄, with O(nk+1k!). However
it also uses a lot of spa e: O(n · k · k! · log(n)). Our algorithm a hieves a balan e between
time and spa e omplexities. These three algorithms an be used along with the redu tion of
[CDH05℄, whi h transforms a sto hasti game of size (n, m, k) to a non-sto hasti one of size
(nk, mk, k + 1). This paper allows us to ir umvent the redu tion when we use the algorithm
of [Hor05℄, redu ing the omplexity from km · (kn)2k+2 · (k + 1)! to m · n2k · k!. However, it is
not enough to hange the fa t that even with the ost of the redu tion, [PP06℄ is still faster,
and the redu tion ould still be even faster, should the parity games problem be in P.

5 Con lusion
We have extended several results from the non-sto hasti Streett/Rabin games to the sto hasti setting: fa torial lower bound on the memory for Streett games strategies, and a dire t
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algorithm for determining the winning regions and strategies. We intend to extend these results to innite game graphs (e.g. pushdowns graphs), and to extend them for Muller games.
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in both resear h and writing. I would also like to thank the referees, whose omments helped
me a lot in (re)writing, as well as Julien Cristau and Olivier Serre, who managed to nd the
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